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Abstract
A neural architecture that preferentially processes immediate survival threats relative to other negatively and positively
valenced stimuli presumably evolved to facilitate survival. The empirical literature on threat superiority, however, has suffered two problems: methodologically distinguishing threatening stimuli from negative stimuli and differentiating whether
responses are sped and strengthened by threat superiority or delayed and diminished by conscious processing of nonthreatening stimuli. We addressed both problems in three within-subject studies that compared responses to empirically validated
sets of threating, negative, positive, and neutral stimuli, and isolated threat superiority from the opposing effect of conscious
attention by presenting stimuli outside conscious perception. Consistent with threat superiority, threatening stimuli elicited
stronger skin-conductance (Study 1), startle-eyeblink (Study 2), and more negative downstream evaluative responses (Study
3) relative to the undifferentiated responses to negative, positive, and neutral stimuli.
Keywords Threat · Valence · Skin-conductance · Startle eyeblink · Subliminal
Rapid detection and avoidance of imminent danger is a crucial responsibility of the mind. Threatening stimuli, such
as snakes and weapons, pose an immediate risk of physical harm and are functionally distinct from other negatively
and positively valenced stimuli that do not require rapid
detection to avoid harm (e.g., bugs, feces, kittens, flowers).
Humans ostensibly inherited neural architecture that preferentially processes and responds to immediate survival
threats (of phylogenetic or ontogenetic origin; Blanchette,
2006; LeDoux, 2012; Öhman & Mineka, 2001; Vuilleumier, 2005). A neural “high road” provides delayed yet more
processed information to the amygdala via the visual and
temporal cortices, and contrasts a “low road” that includes
a subcortical pathway to the amygdala and periaqueductal
gray via the superior colliculus and pulvinar nuclei of
the thalamus to quickly detect threat and activate associated responses without recruiting explicit processes (Garrido et al., 2012; Garvert et al., 2014; Koller et al., 2019;
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LeDoux, 2012; Lischinsky & Lin, 2019; Rafal et al., 2015;
Tamietto et al., 2012; cf. Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010).
Threat superiority manifests as earlier and stronger detection and responses to threatening than nonthreatening stimuli
(March et al., 2018a, b). Research using consciously perceived
stimuli suggests that threatening stimuli (e.g., angry faces,
snakes, guns), relative to innocuous stimuli (e.g., happy faces,
flowers, mushrooms), are detected faster (Blanchette, 2006;
Eastwood et al., 2001; Öhman et al., 2001a, b), and evoke
stronger skin-conductance (Knight et al., 2009; Morris et al.,
1998; Vrana, 1995) and startle-eyeblinks (Knight et al., 2009;
Lang et al., 1990) and earlier/stronger responses in the amygdala (Kveraga et al., 2015; Méndez-Bértolo et al., 2016; Whalen et al., 1998) and cortices (Costa et al., 2014).
However, two problems complicate attributing those effects
to threat superiority. One problem, which has been addressed
but remains relevant, is that threatening stimuli are also negative. With few exceptions (March et al., 2017; Kveraga et al.,
2015), research did not methodologically distinguish threatening from negative stimuli, which precludes isolating sensitivity to threat per se. March et al., (2017; also see Kveraga
et al., 2015) addressed this by comparing responses to four
consciously perceived and empirically validated stimulus
categories: threatening (e.g., snarling predators, gunmen),
nonthreatening-negative (herein “negative,” e.g., excrement,
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injured animals), positive (e.g., puppies, babies), and neutral
(e.g., doorknobs, mugs). Relative to the other stimuli, threatening stimuli were detected faster, more frequent targets of
initial eye-gaze, and elicited stronger startle-eyeblinks.
The second, and more challenging, problem is that utilizing consciously perceived stimuli does not distinguish whether
faster/stronger responses to threat are due to threat superiority
or the opposing effects of attention and conscious processes
evoked by nonthreatening stimuli. For example, attention
can delay/diminish responses via slower disengagement and
inhibited muscle movement. Faster detection of threat in
visual-search tasks might reflect slower disengagement from
nonthreatening stimuli (West et al., 2009). Stronger startle-eyeblinks to threat might reflect greater attentional capture, which
inhibits blinking, of nonthreatening stimuli (Filion et al., 1998;
March et al., 2017). This problem could be rectified by presenting stimuli outside conscious perception thereby eliminating
the competing effects of conscious processing and isolating the
hypothesized effect of threat superiority.
Studies that present stimuli outside conscious perception
are consistent with threat superiority in terms of stronger
skin-conductance (Esteves et al., 1994; Morris et al., 1998;
Öhman & Soares, 1998; Reagh & Knight, 2013) and startle-eyeblink (Reagh & Knight, 2013; Ruiz-Padial & Vila,
2007). Unfortunately, none of those studies distinguished
threatening from negative stimuli. Some assessed responses
to threatening stimuli without assessing responses to negative stimuli (e.g., Dimberg et al., 2000; Esteves et al., 1994;
Morris et al., 1998; Öhman & Soares, 1998; Ruiz-Padial &
Vila, 2007). Others averaged responses to threatening and
negative stimuli (e.g., Hermans et al., 2003; Lähteenmäki
et al., 2015; Reagh & Knight, 2013). Consequently, those
studies do not clarify whether the effects are unique to threat.
The current research addresses both problems to test
whether the mind is uniquely sensitive to threatening than
nonthreatening (i.e., negative, positive, and neutral) stimuli.
Two pilot studies ensured that stimuli were presented outside
conscious perception. Three within-subject studies presented
threatening, negative, positive, and neutral stimuli (March
et al., 2017) and assessed skin-conductance (Study 1), startle-eyeblink (Study 2), and evaluative inference (Study 3).
If the mind is uniquely sensitive to threat as a functional
adaptation for survival, reflexive reactions (such as skin-conductance and startle-eyeblink) should be stronger to threatening than nonthreatening stimuli and influence downstream
inferences (e.g., Bechara & Damasio, 2005).

Pilot Studies
We designed the pilot studies to ensure that the stimulus
presentations minimized conscious perception. Our concern is not whether participants are aware that a stimulus
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is presented, but whether they can actively attend to and
think about the stimulus. We purposefully avoided detection and discrimination tasks, which compare rates at
which participants detect the presence of a stimulus or
distinguish it from foils. Neither task necessarily assesses
conscious perception and are compromised by featurematching (e.g., a dark edge in the stimulus that is not in
the foils) and affective inference (e.g., Bechara & Damasio, 2005; Storbeck & Clore, 2008). If participants can
affectively feel the stimulus (despite not knowing what it
is), they can discern its presence and distinguish it from
foils. We motivated participants with payment to actively
attend and accurately describe the stimulus. If they could,
it would imply that they have conscious perception of the
stimulus (Lähteenmäki et al., 2015; Wiens, 2006).

Method
Undergraduates at a US public university participated
(N = 43 and 50 for Pilots 1 and 2, respectively) for partial
credit in an introductory psychology-course seated in individual cubicles ~ 75 cm from a 60-cm 144 Hz high-speed
monitor. Instructions explained that every trial would
quickly present an image and, to motivate attention and
accuracy, participants would earn $1 for every image they
described correctly. To rule-out laziness and quickly clicking to the end, we required participants to type a response
on each trial (a brief description or “do not know”). The
images were those of the main studies and were from March
et al.’s (2017) validated stimulus categories: threatening,
negative, positive, and neutral. Figure 1 provides examples,
and the Supplemental Material provides all stimuli—as
detailed in Supplemental Table1, the stimuli do not differ
in luminance or red value, and the threatening stimuli are
not more negative or arousing than the negative stimuli.
Pilot 1 mimicked the trial structure of Study 1. Participants experienced 64 trials that (1) began with a centrally located 4000-ms fixation-dot that was (2) replaced
by a 25-ms 500 × 500 pixel image that was (3) backward
masked by a 150-ms colorful mosaic that was (4) replaced
by a 4000-ms blank screen, and (5) ended with a prompt
to describe the image. We randomly presented across the
64 trials, sixteen images from each of the four stimulus
categories. Pilot 2 mimicked the trial structure of Studies 2 and 3. Participants experienced 100 trials that each
(1) began with a 2000-ms centrally located pre-mask of a
mosaic that was (2) replaced by a 25-ms 500 × 500 pixel
image, that was (3) backward masked by a 3000–5000 ms
mosaic (rotated 90° clockwise) which was, (4) replaced
with a 4000-ms blank screen, and (5) ended with a prompt
to describe the image. We randomly presented across the
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Fig. 1  Examples of stimuli used
in all studies
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Neutral

100 trials twenty-five images from each of the four stimulus categories.
Data preparation
Two assistants blind to the purpose of the study-coded
responses for accuracy with instructions to use a liberal
standard such that responses needed to be generally accurate
but not exact. For example, it would be correct to respond
“bug” to a cockroach, “bowl” or “cylinder” to a saucepan,
or “burglar,” “man in a mask,” or “gunman” to a masked
man holding a gun. The assistants agreed on 7745 of 7752
responses (99.91%) and the first author rectified the seven
disagreements.

Positive

Negative

Threat

accurately describe an average of 94.26% and 99.32% of
the stimuli in Pilots 1 and 2, respectively, with the modal
response being “I don’t know.” These data suggest that
the stimulus presentations effectively minimize conscious
perception. See Supplement for further details.

Study 1
A skin-conductance response (SCR; Dawson et al., 2011)
results from arousal of the sympathetic nervous system
which activates sweat gland activity. Increased sweat
enhances the skin’s electrical resistance and greater
arousal registers as a stronger SCR.

Results

Method

Despite the monetary incentive to actively attend and
accurately describe the stimuli, participants were remarkably unable to do so. In particular, they were unable to

Existing skin-conductance studies that presented threatening
stimuli outside conscious perception used a within-subject
design with sample sizes ranging from 10 to 46 participants
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(Esteves et al., 1994; Lapate et al., 2014; Morris et al.,
1999; Öhman & Soares, 1998; Reagh & Knight, 2013). We
attempted to well exceed those sample sizes by collecting
data from the beginning to end of a semester. Undergraduates at a US public university participated (N = 111) for
partial credit in an introductory psychology-course seated
in individual cubicles ~ 75 cm from a 60-cm 144 Hz highspeed monitor. Instructions indicated that the study examined whether participants could perceive quickly presented
images with trials varying in the presence of an image (all
trials actually presented an image). Participants experienced
64 trials that (1) began with a centrally located 4000-ms
fixation-dot that was (2) replaced by a 14-ms 500 × 500 pixel
image that was (3) backward masked by a 150-ms colorful
mosaic that was (4) replaced by a 4000-ms blank screen,
and (5) ended with a prompt of whether an image was presented (response to the prompt and demographics questions
were lost when lab computers were replaced). The 4000-ms
delay isolated SCR to the stimulus vs. prompt. We randomly
presented sixteen images from each category (threatening,
negative, positive, neutral) across trials. A Biopac MP36
amplifier with AcqKnowledge software recorded SCR via
two 6-mm diameter Ag–AgCl electrodes attached to the
medial phalanges of the ring and middle finger on the volar
surface of the non-dominant hand. The MP36 passed a constant 0.5 V current through one electrode and measured conductivity as deviation from the constant at 2 kHz.
Data preparation
We exported the data into the PsPM package of MATLAB
(Bach et al., 2010) which estimates SCRs through general linear convolution models that separate overlapping
responses, such as those to the fixation-dot and image. Data

Fig. 2  Mean Pre-PpSM
processed skin-conductance
response to each stimulus type
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were filtered through 1st-order low-pass (5 Hz) and highpass (0.05 Hz) Butterworth filters, resampled to 10 Hz, and
Z-transformed within-person to account for between-person variability (Bach et al., 2013). We constructed critical
data-epochs containing the 4 s after image onset. To derive
responses to each category, we averaged the data across all
epochs of a given category for each participant and submitted them to a subject-specific GLM which yielded four mean
SCRs for each participant. We submitted the four responses
to a multivariate repeated measures analysis and tested threat
superiority with two a-priori comparisons that are orthogonal to each other: (1) the mean response to threat versus the
mean of the responses to the negative, neutral, and positive
stimuli, and (2) whether there was systematic variability
among responses to the latter three stimuli (see Supplement
for further details).

Results
Consistent with threat superiority and as depicted in Fig. 2,
threatening stimuli yielded a stronger SCR (M = 0.232) than
the mean SCR to negative (M = 0.104), positive (M = 0.094),
and neutral stimuli (M = 0.084), F(1, 110) = 4.63, p = 0.0336,
d = 0.21, and there was no systematic variability among the
latter three SCRs, F(2, 109) = 0.03, p = 0.9687.

Discussion
We isolated threat superiority by eliminating conscious
attention to the stimuli and observed stronger SCR to threatening stimuli relative to the undifferentiated SCRs to negative, positive, and neutral stimuli. Study 2 provides a conceptual replication with a different physiological response.
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Study 2
Startle-eyeblink is a reflexive response modulated by at least
two influences (Filion et al., 1998). Affective arousal facilitates the response and attention inhibits the response, and
both can co-occur when stimuli are presented with conscious
perception.

Method
Existing startle-eyeblink studies that presented threatening
stimuli outside conscious perception used a within-subject
design with sample sizes ranging from 19 to 48 participants
(Reagh & Knight, 2013; Ruiz-Padial & Vila, 2007). We
attempted to well exceed those sample sizes by collecting
data from the beginning to end of a semester. Undergraduates at a US public university participated (N = 142; 103
females, 39 males) for partial credit in an introductory psychology-course seated in individual cubicles ~ 75 cm from a
60-cm 144 Hz high-speed monitor with headphones.
Instructions explained that the study examined sound
perception with trials randomly varying in the presence of
a noise, and the participant’s task was to judge the loudness
of the noise. Participants sampled the noise (i.e., the startle
probe—a 50-ms binaural burst of 1000 Hz, 100 dB white
noise; calibrated daily) and completed 144 trials that each
(1) began with a 2000 ms centrally located pre-mask of a
mosaic that was (2) replaced by a 21-ms image, that was
(3) backward masked by a 3000–5000-ms mosaic (rotated
90° clockwise) and, (4) ended with either a 4000-ms blank
screen, or, for trials including a startle-probe, a text-box
prompting the perceived loudness (85–115 dB) of the noise
(this rating did not vary as a function of the stimulus image),
and a 4000-ms blank screen. On 48 critical trials, the startleprobe sounded 2000–4000 ms after stimulus-image onset
(12 trials for each of the four categories). The 96 non-critical
trials were also equally composed of the four categories (24
trials of each). We randomly ordered all trials and images.
We measured startle-eyeblink with facial electromyography
(fEMG) via 4 mm Ag–AgCl electrodes placed ~ 20 mm apart
over the orbicularis oculi muscle under the left eye, with a
forehead ground.
Data preparation
We recorded and cleaned data via a Biopac MP36 amplifier and AcqKnowledge 4.1 software at a rate of 2000 Hz,
amplified with a gain of 5000, notch (60 Hz) and bandpass filtered (HP = 10 Hz, LP = 500 Hz) online, stop (5763 Hz) and band-pass (HP = 28 Hz, LP = 500 Hz) filtered
offline, and rectified, fully integrated, and averaged over
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20 samples with the root mean square (Blumenthal et al.,
2005).
Thirty-six participants provided unusable data: 33 were
non-responders (i.e., rarely blinked to the noise-probe,
resulting in more than 50% data loss prior to removing
outliers), 1 cringed excessively, thereby impeding assessment of eyeblink amplitude, and 2 dislodged an fEMG
electrode, which yielded a sample of 106 participants (75
females, 31 males) and 5088 critical trials. We calculated
startle-eyeblink amplitude for each critical trial by subtracting the mean fEMG amplitude across the 50 ms baseline
preceding the probe from the maximum amplitude during
the 200 ms following the probe. We could not compute a
startle-eyeblink for 855 trials (16.8% of all trials) due to
the absence of a blink (n = 612), blink during baseline
(n = 115), or excessive orbicularis oculi movement during
the trial (n = 130); unusableness was unrelated to stimulus
type, Fmulti-level logistic regression(3, 4979) = 0.90, p = 0.4388.
We standardized startle-eyeblink amplitudes within-person
to control between-person variation in baseline and blink
fEMG (Blumenthal et al., 2005). We excluded amplitudes
beyond 2.5SDs of the person-mean (n = 97; exclusion
was unrelated to stimulus type, Fmulti-level logistic regression (3,
4229) = 0.56, p = 0.6389) and 5 participants with 50% or
fewer critical trials remaining (conclusions based on p values
and direction of effects are the same with those participants
included). We computed a mean startle-eyeblink to each of
the four stimulus types for each of the remaining 101 participants. We submitted the four responses to a multivariate
repeated measures analysis and tested threat superiority with
two a-priori comparisons: (1) the mean response to threat
versus the mean of the responses to the negative, neutral,
and positive stimuli, and (2) whether there was systematic
variability among responses to the latter three stimuli.

Results
Consistent with threat superiority and as depicted in
Fig. 3, threatening stimuli elicited a larger startle-eyeblink
(M = 0.065) than the mean startle-eyeblink to negative
(M =  − 0.027), neutral (M =  − 0.023), and positive stimuli
(M = 0.005), F(1, 100) = 5.36, p = 0.0226, d = 0.23, and there
was no systematic variability among the latter three startleeyeblinks, F(2, 99) = 0.30, p = 0.7442.

Discussion
Assessing startle-eyeblink to stimuli presented outside conscious perception, we conceptually replicated the Study 1
pattern consistent with threat superiority. As with SCR,
we observed a stronger startle-eyeblink in response to
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Fig. 3  Mean standardized
eye-blink amplitude (and SEM
calculated within-participants;
O’Brien & Cousineau, 2014) as
a function of stimulus type

threatening stimuli relative to the undifferentiated startleeyeblink to negative, positive, and neutral stimuli.

Study 3
Given that threat superiority is functional for survival, autonomic responses to threatening stimuli should influence
downstream judgement (e.g., Bechara & Damasio, 2005).
To test this, we used the procedure of Study 2 and had participants rate the valence of each stimulus.

Method
The procedure was identical to Study 2 with two exceptions:
(1) Participants (N = 83; 46 females, 35 males, 2 unreported)
were informed that every trial would present an image too
quickly to see, but they might feel whether it is bad or good; (2)
Rather than rating the loudness of the startle-probe, they rated
after each trial the valence (“1 = Very Negative” to “5 = Very
Positive”) of the unseen image. Two participants exited the
study early (after 13 and 16 trials), which yielded useable data
from 81 participants. Unfortunately, the valence-rating task
rendered useless the startle-eyeblink measure. Participants
squinted to try to see the images, which inhibited blinking and
prevented assessment of startle-eyeblink (over 60% of trials
were unusable). We limit discussion to the valence ratings.
Data preparation
We computed for each participant a mean valence-rating of
the four stimulus types for probe and no-probe trials, respectively. We submitted the eight ratings to a 2(probe: yes,
no) × 4(stimulus: threatening, negative, neutral, positive)
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multivariate repeated measures analysis and examined
stimulus effects with two a-priori comparisons to test threat
superiority: (1) the mean response to threat versus the mean
of the responses to the negative, neutral, and positive stimuli, and (2) whether there was systematic variability among
responses to the latter three stimuli.

Results
Consistent with threat superiority and as depicted in Fig. 4,
participants rated less positively unseen threatening stimuli
(M = 2.64) than the mean valence of negative (M = 2.68),
neutral (M = 2.72), and positive stimuli (M = 2.71), F(1,
80) = 12.17, p = 0.0008, d = 0.39, and there was no systematic variability among the latter three ratings, F(2,
79) = 1.88, p = 0.1588. Neither comparison was moderated
by probe, F(1, 80) = 0.63, p = 0.4304, and F(2, 79) = 1.51,
p = 0.2283, nor was there a stimulus × probe interaction, F(3,
78) = 1.30, p = 0.2809.

Discussion
Consistent with the possibility that threat presented outside conscious perception uniquely influences downstream
judgement, participants more negatively evaluated threatening stimuli relative to their undifferentiated evaluation
of negative, positive, and neutral stimuli. Ostensibly,
heightened autonomic arousal to threat, which registered
in Studies 1 and 2 as stronger SCR and startle-eyeblink,
influenced explicit judgements and manifested in selfreported valence ratings. This is consistent with the proposition that persons can utilize autonomic arousal to inform
judgment absent conscious perception of the eliciting
stimulus (Bechara & Damasio, 2005). As a limitation, the
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Fig. 4  Mean valence ratings
(and SEM, calculated within participants; O’Brien &
Cousineau, 2014) as a function
of stimulus

absence of a reliably assessed physiological response precluded testing its presumed role as a mediator of inferred
evaluation.

General Discussion
Neural architecture that preferentially processes and
responds to immediate danger relative to other positively
and negatively valenced stimuli ostensibly evolved to
facilitate survival. Empirical work on threat superiority,
however, suffered two problems: methodologically distinguishing threatening from negative stimuli and differentiating whether responses are sped/strengthened by threat or
delayed/diminished by conscious perception of nonthreatening stimuli. We addressed both problems by exposing
participants to threating, negative, positive, and neutral
stimuli, and isolating threat superiority from the opposing
effect of conscious attention by presenting stimuli outside
conscious perception. Threatening stimuli elicited stronger
skin-conductance, startle-eyeblink, and more negative evaluative responses relative to the undifferentiated responses to
negative, positive, and neutral stimuli. These findings make
clear that threat superiority is not a byproduct of conscious
attention to nonthreatening stimuli and, instead, arises from
the mind’s sensitivity to survival threats. We conclude with
consideration of four issues.

Active and Passive Threat
Rapid detection of and response to immediate danger (e.g.,
gunman, snake) is functional and promotes survival. Here
the key is the imminent and active nature of the threat.

Other stimuli (e.g., feces, diseased person) can also pose a
potential threat. However, harm from such stimuli is neither
certain nor sudden. Such stimuli pose a passive threat that
manifests only if they are approached or engaged. Rather
than evoking rapid avoidance, those stimuli may evoke a
delayed response as a means of obtaining additional information about the potential nature of the threat (e.g., morbid
fascination; March et al., 2017; Oosterwijk et al., 2016). We
note this distinction to emphasize that a rapid response is not
always a functional response and that immediate threats are
not the only stimuli that evoke a functional response.

Threatening Versus Negative Stimuli
Threat superiority is the preferential processing of threatening stimuli relative to other negatively and positively
valenced stimuli. For readers curious about a direct comparison of threatening and negative stimuli, responses were
directionally stronger to threatening than negative stimuli
in all studies with the test being significant in Study 2,
F(1, 100) = 4.98, p = 0.0279, d = 0.22, and Study 3, F(1,
80) = 4.37, p = 0.0397, d = 0.24, but not in Study 1, F(1,
110) = 2.34, p = 0.1290, d = 0.14. To better estimate the
effect, we performed a random effects meta-analysis of our
studies using R’s Metaphor package (Viechtbauer, 2010;
Goh et al., 2016). As Fig. 5 depicts, the average effect
was significant across all three studies, d = 0.20, Z = 3.35,
p = 0.0008, and when limited to the physiological data of
Studies 1 and 2, d = 0.18, Z = 2.61, p = 0.0090.

Is It Really Threat Superiority?
Readers eager for a physiological measure with perfect correspondence to a singular psychological process might be
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suggest that other needs elicit weak motivations and reactions.
But when paired in competition, it is unlikely that any other
need would elicit a stronger or earlier response than that of
threat. It is difficult to imagine a delicious meal, alluring partner, or comfy bed being prioritized in the presence of a snarling
wolf. Of course, this is an empirical issue and, unfortunately,
none of the positive stimuli were appropriate for comparing
needs of sustenance, sleep, and procreation to that of survival.

Facial and Non‑Facial Stimuli

Fig. 5  Forest plot of meta-analyzed effect sizes with average effect
estimated from all three studies (Model 1) or only Studies 1 and 2
(Model 2)

skeptical of our conclusion for threat superiority. Unfortunately,
we know of no such measure (Cacioppo & Tassinary, 1990).
We measured skin conductance and startle eye-blink because
they are prominent in the threat superiority literature. Skin
conductance is certainly sensitive to processes beyond threat,
such as attention, effort, and sexual interest. Startle eye-blink
might be closer to the mark of a “threat” measure in that it is
believed to be a defensive response (Bradley et al., 2001; Lang
et al., 1990)—but it too can be affected by attention (Filion
et al., 1998). In the absence of a pure measure, we relied on a
different tactic to garner confidence that the data might reflect
threat superiority. We systematically varied the stimuli to assess
whether the physiological system responded selectively to a
particular type of stimulus (when attention and active cognition
were minimized). And it did: only threatening stimuli elicited
elevated responses. We could have employed other measures.
Facial EMG of corrugator and zygomaticus activity could be
used to assess negative vs. positive affect in response to the
stimuli (Brown & Schwartz, 1980), which would be conceptually similar to Study 3’s measure of inferred valence as would
be the use of an approach-avoidance measure (e.g., push–pull
on a joystick). Facial EMG could also assess muscular activation of a fear face (Van Den Broek et al., 2006). This probably
would be more fruitful in response to consciously perceived
stimuli because we doubt the current paradigm elicits reactions
of sufficient strength to manifest an emotional response.
A related issue is whether threat is really superior? Do other
motivational states rival threat? Among the basic (i.e., evolutionarily necessary) needs (i.e., avoid harm, eat, sleep, procreate), we suspect that harm avoidance is primary given that other
needs cannot be met (nor matter) when dead. This is not to
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Study 3 found that threatening stimuli presented outside conscious perception yielded a stronger valence inference than the
undifferentiated inference of positive, negative, and neutral
stimuli. This is discrepant with Murphy and Zajonc (1993)
who found both positive and threatening (relative to neutral)
primes yielded stronger affective misattribution to a subsequent stimulus (Chinese ideograph). Although the inference
tasks differed—i.e., inferring the valence of the stimulus vs.
attributing the valence of the stimulus to a subsequent stimulus—we suspect stimulus differences had more to do with
the discrepant results. Murphy and Zajonc used happy and
angry faces. When presented outside conscious perception,
happy-faces are detected better than angry faces (Sweeny
et al., 2013), which is also discrepant with threat superiority.
One possibility for the discrepancy could be the greater difficulty of masking happy faces (Maxwell & Davidson, 2004).
A more interesting possibility is that faces are processed
differently than other stimuli. Humans have an anatomically
discrete cortical area (McCarthy et al., 1997) facilitating
face processing, and decoding different facial expressions
involves partially dissociable neural circuits (Adolphs et al.,
1996). Such anatomy likely arose through the importance
of interpersonal and intragroup relations in human evolution (Caporael, 1997). Considering the proximity required to
discern facial expressions, trust is likely necessary. Perhaps
facial expressions of happiness are more critical for consensual acts of reproduction and resource sharing than are
expressions of anger. Indeed, facial changes to happiness are
better detected on ingroup than outgroup faces (Hugenberg,
2005). Human faces might activate a variety of processes
and not clearly conform to patterns of threat superiority.
Future work should examine whether human facial-expressions of anger and happiness are processed differently than
other forms of threat and positivity.

Conclusion
By comparing responses to threating, negative, positive,
and neutral stimuli, and isolating threat superiority from
the opposing effect of conscious attention, the current
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work demonstrates the unique sensitivity of the mind to
survival threats. Preferentially processing and responding
to immediate danger is functional for survival.
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